IDENTIFYING PSALMIC QUOTATIONS
IN THE POVEST' VREMENNYKH LET

Donald Ostrowski
I. Introduction
The Bible is a major source for the Povest' vremennykh let
(PVL), as quotations from over 120 Biblical verses and phrases
appear there. Comparison of the wording in the various copies
of the PVL with the corresponding Biblical passages can help
us to determine primacy of readings in the PVL, but they may
also tell us from which redactions of books of the Bible quotations in the PVL derive.
In this article, I focus on the Psalms. With 42 quotations,
the Psalter is the Biblical book most cited in the PVL,1 probably because it was the book most memorized by monks. This
familiarity helps to account for subsequent attempts to “correct” a reading in the PVL when scribes felt it did not accurately correspond to the psalmic passage from which it derives.
In presenting how I determined the version of the Psalms that
would have been available to whoever wrote and compiled the
PVL, I first describe how I identified Biblical passages, then
present the current understanding of the various redactions of
the Slavonic Psalter, next propose from which redaction of the
________________________________
1 See Addenda A and B for a list of these citations and the accompanying locations in the PVL. Following Addendum B is a list of abbreviations used in this article. I am grateful to Mary MacRobert for
reading an earlier draft of this article and for suggesting a number of
valuable improvements, indicated with “(MacRobert.)”.
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Psalter quotations in the PVL derive, and finally discuss select
quotations from the psalms in the PVL of special note.
2. What Constitutes a Quotation from the Psalms?
For a wording to be considered a quotation, it should have at
least three substantive words in sequence (although not necessarily all of them connected) that correspond to a sequence in
one of the psalms. Theoretically, though, it is possible for two
connected words to be an identifying marker (as in a conflation
of two verses) if those two words are differentiated sufficiently
from any other similar use of those same two words elsewhere
in the Bible. One may want to consider the citation of Ps. 21:13
in PVL 133,17 and of Deut. 32:29 in PVL 63,9–10 (see below)
to be examples of such a two-word differentiated identity
marker. Otherwise, the shortest quotation is: “V&sku
watawa0s 0 zyci” [Why do nations rise up?] (from Ps. 2:1
in PVL 101,11).2 In four cases, this definition of what constitutes a single Biblical quotation requires further clarification
since they involve the conflation of words from two separate
verses, possibly as the result of memory error on the part of the
writer of that passage. In two of those cases, PVL 133,17 (Ps.
21:13, 17) and PVL 133,9–11 (Ps. 37:3, 18), we find parts of
two separate verses from the same psalm conflated to create
one quotation:
________________________________
2 All numbers of psalms and verses are given according to the Septuagint as applied to the Slavonic Psalter of the Archaic Redaction by
Vatroslav Jagić in his publication of the Bologna and Pogodin
Psalters. Psalterium Bononiense: Interpretationem veterem slavicam,
ed. V. Jagić (Vienna: Gerold, 1907). Psalms are numbered in Slavonic
manuscripts, but individual verses are not numbered. All column and
line numbers from the PVL are given according to The Povest' vremennykh let: An Interlinear Collation and Paradosis, comp. and ed.
Donald Ostrowski, associate editor David J. Birnbaum, senior consultant Horace G. Lunt (Cambridge, MA: Harvard Ukrainian Research
Institute, 2003), an updated version is accessible at http://hudce7.
harvard.edu/˜ostrowski/pvl.
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Ps. 21:13

PVL 133,17:

Obidowa mﬂ tel/ci0mnozi. Obidowa m unqci
Iounqci touqni od/rawa tuqni, i swborw
m}.3
zwlobivyxw osde m ;
Ps. 21:17
}ko0obidawa0m}0psi0mnozi. I
swborw zlobivyixw osde mﬂ.4
Ps. 37:3

ﬂko strly tvoﬂ ounqzowa

vw mn (Sin6: mwne)...5
Ps. 37:18
ko azw na rany gotovw i
bolznq mo prdw mno
сstq vynou...6

PVL 133,9–11:

ko strly tvo
unqzowa vw mwne. ko
azw na rany gotovw, i
bolznq mo predw
mwno estq;

In the third case, PVL 119,19–119,21, the writer conflated
parts of verses from three separate psalms (Ps. 85:10, 138:14,
and 144:3–4) to create one quotation:
Ps. 85:10

ko velikw сsi ty. Tvor
(Sin6: I tvor}i) des...7
Ps. 138:14
dqna dla tvo ...8
Ps. 144:3–4

i

I velii go nstq
konqca. Rodw i rodw vwsxvalitw dla tvoﬂ.9

PVL 119,19–119,21
Velii bo esi, i dqna
dla tvo , i velii
tvoemu nstq konqca.
V& rodw i rodw vwsxvalimw dla tvo .

________________________________
3 Sinai 6, Leningrad fragment, fol. 5v (see fn. 27 below). For reasons
explained infra, these passages are from the Rus'ian Redaction.
4 Sinai 6, Leningrad fragment, fol. 5v.
5 Sinai 6, fol. 16r; Harvard 221, fol. 40r.
6 Sinai 6, fol. 17r; Harvard 221, fol. 42r.
7 Sinai 6, fol. 73r; Harvard 221, fol. 151r.
8 Harvard 221, fol. 276v. (MacRobert.)
9 Sinai 6, fol. 127v.
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In the fourth case, PVL 63,9–10, the conflation of a couple of words in a verse from a different book of the Bible,
Deuteronomy 32:29, into a quotation from Ps. 81:5 occurred:
Deut. 32:29

PVL 63,9–63,10

ne smysliwa razumti

Ne smysliwa bo, ni
razumwa vw tm
(L: tqm) xod +ii.

s|}0vs}...

Ps. 81:5

Ne ouvdwa ni
razoumwa vw twm
xodﬂt&.10

Deuteronomy 32:29 appears in the second canticle often found
with the psalms,11 but it may not be entirely clear that the substitution of “smysliwa” for “ouvdwa” was a conflation
from memory error or an intentional innovation (as I will discuss below).
In the entire PVL, only one passage from the psalms, “I
velii0ego0nst/0kon/ca” [His greatness has no end] (Ps.
144:3), is repeated, appearing in both PVL 119,20 (where
tvoemu is substituted for ego) and PVL 119,31–120,1 (where
it appears as in the psalms).
I have not included in my study paraphrases of or implicit
allusions to psalmic passages but have limited myself to direct
quotations. For example, the following passage occurs in PVL
97,11–13: I ugodi0 Davyd&0 Bogu. Semu0 Davydu0 kl
s 0 Bog&,
ko0 ot&0 plemene0 ego0 roditi0 s 0 bogu. The
verses in the psalms that this passage refers to are Ps. 88:3–5:
Na! nbsxw! ougotovaсtw! sﬂ! istina! tvo . Zavaxw
zavtq! izbranymw! moimw. Klﬂsq! sﬂ! dvdou! rabu
moemu. Do!vka!ougotova!smﬂ!tvoс. I swziæd !vw
rodw! i! rodw! prstolw! tvoi.12 Although the meaning and
some of the words are similar, it is not a direct quotation. Since
my main goal in identifying source quotations is to better
________________________________
10 Sinai 6, fol. 69v; Harvard 221, fol. 145v.
11 See, e.g., Kievskaia Psaltir' 1397 goda (see fn. 36 below), fol.
211r, lines 13–14.
12 Sinai 6, fol. 75v–76r.
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inform editorial choices for readings in the PVL, I do not give
consideration to paraphrases of and allusions to Biblical passages.
3. Identification Process
The task of identifying psalmic quotations has been made easier by the work of our predecessors. In particular, I consulted
the identifications made by Samuel Hazzard Cross, Aleksei
Aleksandrovich Shakhmatov, and Ludolf Müller. I chose to
begin with Cross because I was impressed by the thoroughness
of his scholarship on the PVL in other respects and presumed
that he would have incorporated Shakhmatov’s identifications
into his own.13 When, however, I checked his identification of
psalmic passages with those identified by Shakhmatov in his
edition of the PVL published in 1916,14 contrary to what one
might have expected, they do not completely coincide. It helps
to be aware of these differences especially when trying to
locate their respective identifications in the Psalms.
For one thing, Cross cited according to the numbering of
the Hebrew Psalter (followed by the Protestant Bible), which
mostly does not correspond with the numbering of the Septuagint Psalter (followed by the Eastern Orthodox and Catholic
________________________________
13 Cross’s translation and introduction first appeared in print in 1930:
Samuel H. Cross, “The Russian Primary Chronicle,” Harvard Studies
and Notes in Philology and Literature 12 (1930): 75–320. The translation and introduction were reissued by Sherbowitz-Wetzor in 1953
after Cross’s death with additional notes by Cross. The Russian Primary Chronicle: Laurentian Text, trans. and ed. Samuel Hazzard
Cross and Olgerd P. Sherbowitz-Wetzor (Cambridge, MA: Medieval
Academy of America, 1953).
14 A[leksei] A[leksandrovich] Shakhmatov, ed., Povest' vremennykh
let, vol. 1: Vvodnaia chast'. Tekst. Primechaniia (Petrograd: Izdatel'stvo Imperatorskoi Arkheograficheskoi komissii, 1916). Note: The
list of psalmic quotations in the PVL that Shakhmatov has in his article “‘Povest' vremennykh let’ i ee istochniki,” Trudy Otdela drevnerusskoi literatury 4 (1940): 40, is incomplete. It is missing 16 of the
identifications he made in his edition of the PVL.
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Bibles) (see table 1). The Hebrew and Septuagint Psalters do
correspond from psalm 1:1 through psalm 9:20. Then the
Hebrew Psalter divides psalm 9 into two parts such that the second half of the Septuagint psalm 9 (i.e., verses 21–38) becomes
Hebrew psalm 10:1–18. The numeration of Hebrew psalms
remains one integer higher than Septuagint psalms through
Hebrew psalm 114:1–8 (Septuagint 113:1–8), then the Septuagint Psalter appends Hebrew psalm 115 to the end of psalm
113 such that verse 1 of Hebrew 115 becomes verse 9 of Septuagint 113. Following that, Septuagint psalm 114:1–8 is equivalent to Hebrew psalm 116:1–8. Then Septuagint psalm 115
begins with Hebrew psalm 116:9, such that Septuagint 115:1–9
is equivalent to Hebrew 116:9–19 (the Septuagint Psalter conflates Hebrew 116:18–19 into one verse: 115:9). Subsequently,
the numeration of Hebrew psalms remains one integer higher
than Septuagint psalms through Hebrew psalm 147:11. The
Septuagint Psalter then splits off Hebrew psalm 147:12–20 to
create Septuagint psalm 147:1–9. The numbering of psalms
148, 149, and 150 is the same, thus, restoring the number of
psalms to a total of 150.
Table 1: Equivalent Psalms and Verses in Septuagint and
Hebrew Psalters
Septuagint
1:1–9:20
9:21–38
10:1–113:8
113:9–26
114:1–8
115:1–9
(115:9)
116:1–146:11
147:1–9
148:1–150:6

Hebrew
1:1–9:20
10:1–18
11:1–114:8
115:1–18
116:1–8
116:9–19
(116:18–19)
117:1–147:11
147:12–20
148:1–150:6

Cross seems not to have used Shakhmatov’s identifications to make his own. Apparently he identified Biblical citations after translating the text of the PVL into English. That he
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followed this procedure is testified to by his misidentification
of Ps. 111:5 in PVL 125,22. Cross identified it as “Ps. xli, 1”
ga
(i.e., Ps. 40:2): blæenw! razoumvaﬂi! na! nia! i! oubo.15
The passage in Laurentian 125,22 is: “Blaen&0 mu/
milu 0i0da .” Cross translated these words as “Blessed is he
that considereth the poor.”16 Instead, that passage coincides
almost exactly with the reading found in the Ps. 111:5: Blgw
mouæq!milou !i!da i17 [The blessed man is compassionate and giving]. In addition, Cross missed eight identifications
that Shakhmatov had noted: Ps. 9:7–8 in PVL 120,29–120,30;
Ps. 73:13–14 in PVL 279,23–279,24; Ps. 78:10 in PVL 233,6;
Ps. 79:15–16 in PVL 124,10–124,11; Ps. 81:5 in PVL 63,9–10;
Ps. 117:24 in PVL 279,20–279,21; Ps. 123:6–7 in PVL
120,27–120,29; and Ps. 146:5 in PVL 80,15–80,16.
Shakhmatov used Septuagint Psalter numberings. His
identifications, while better than Cross’s, are not entirely without error either. For his part, Shakhmatov identified Ps.
73:13–14 in PVL 279,23–279,24 as being 72:14 (which appears
to be a misprint), and Ps. 79:15–16 as being Ps. 80:15–16 in
PVL 124,10–124,11 (which corresponds to the Hebrew Psalter
numbering). Also a probable misprint occurs where Shakhmatov identified PVL 63,11–12 as being from Ps. 6:10 whereas it
should be Isaiah 6:10. Both Shakhmatov and Cross identified a
quotation in PVL 27,15–27,16 as deriving from the Psalms, but
each indicated a different verse—Ps. 70:17 (Cross) and Ps.
85:9 (Shakhmatov). Instead, the quotation derives from a third
source, the Life of Methodius, which becomes clear when the
entire passage is examined (see below).
In addition, Shakhmatov identified two other quotations
from the Psalms that were most likely in γ (the protograph of
the Hypatian branch and N1) or in ζ (the common exemplar of
Hypatian and Khlebnikov)18 not in the archetype (hereafter
________________________________
15 Sinai 6, fol. 20r; Harvard 221, fol. 48v.
16 The Russian Primary Chronicle: Laurentian Text, 121.
17 Harvard 221, fol. 224v. Sinai 6 has a lacuna here.
18 See stemma in The Povest' vremennykh let: An Interlinear Collation, 1: XXXIX; 2: CXXIII.
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PVLα) of the PVL: Ps. 36:14–15, 19–20 (137,2a–137,2e) and
Ps. 51:4–7 (137,7a–137,7e).
After comparing Cross’s and Shakhmatov’s identifications, I then checked Ludolf Müller’s translation of the PVL
into German, where Biblical identifications are also made. In
contrast to Cross, who indicated the identifications by means of
in-text parenthetical markers, and Shakhmatov, who indicated
them with in-margin markers, Müller used footnotes, which are
not distinguished from other footnotes such as those that provide variant readings to the main text.19 As a result, one has to
be careful in not missing any of Müller’s identifications. On the
plus side, Müller identified psalms and verses according to both
Septuagint and Hebrew numberings. He has all the identifications that Shakhmatov has, and he included citations of paraphrases and allusions, preceded by the term nach.
4. Identifying Redactions
The Slavonic Book of Psalms was revised periodically from the
9th century, the time of Cyril and Methodius, through the 15th
century. According to the Oxford scholar Catherine Mary MacRobert, one of the leading experts on the Slavonic Psalter, “a
redaction is a version of the text whose variants exhibit systematic consultation of Greek, as well as characteristic choices of
Church Slavonic wording, whereas a scribe’s corrections may
simply be taken from the various Church Slavonic redactions
available to him.”20 She adds that
the redactions are differentiated from each other . . . by systematic grammatical peculiarities, by characteristic choices
of vocabulary and translation technique, and occasionally by
________________________________
19 Die Nestorchronik, trans. Ludolf Müller, in Handbuch zur
Nestorchronik, 4 vols., ed. Ludolf Müller (Munich: Wilhelm Fink
Verlag, 1977–2001), vol. 4.
20 Catherine M[ary] MacRobert, “The Textual Tradition of the
Church Slavonic Psalter up to the Fifteenth Century,” in Interpretation of the Bible, ed. Jože Krašovec (Ljubljana: Slovenska akademija
znanosti in umetnosti, 1998) 941.
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substantive differences in interpretation. These divergences,
which have parallels in the textual traditions of other Church
Slavonic translations of Scripture, would be sufficient in
themselves to suggest that revision proceeded on the basis of
comparison with the Greek text; but in addition they are
associated with sets of characteristic variant readings which
clearly derive from Greek.21

Thus, for her, a redaction has to show intentional and systematic consultation with a Greek Psalter. The Hebrew Psalter was
apparently not consulted by Slavonic redactors. She also distinguishes between an izvod, which is a linguistic version, and a
redaktsiia, which is a textual redaction.22 MacRobert considered only textual redactions in her identification analysis.
In an article published in 1998 in which she summarized
the work done on the Slavonic Psalter to that point, MacRobert
stated that “[i]n the 11th century we already have clear evidence of four different versions” of the Slavonic Psalter.23 In
that same article, she identified “[s]even redactions of the
Church Slavonic Psalter to the 15th century.”24 Since then,
________________________________
21 MacRobert, “Textual Tradition,” 925.
22 C. M. MacRobert, “Translation Is Interpretation: Lexical Variation
in the Translation of the Psalter from Greek into Church Slavonic up
to the 15th Century,” Zeitschrift für slavische Philologie, 53 (1993):
254–258. E-mail communication of November 13, 2005, and February 19, 2006.
23 MacRobert, “Textual Tradition,” 922.
24 MacRobert, “Textual Tradition,” 922. In an article in the same
book, Francis Thomson identified five redactions of the Psalms
through the 15th century. Francis J. Thomson, “The Slavonic Translation of the Old Testament,” in Interpretation of the Bible, ed. Jože
Krašovec (Ljubljana: Slovenska akademija znanosti in umetnosti,
1998), 803–825. Previously MacRobert had named them redactions I
(Archaic or South Slavonic), II (Russian), III (Athonite), Norov (Special), and IV. Cf. Mary MacRobert, “The Greek Textological Basis of
the Early Redactions of the Church Slavonic Psalter,” Palaeobulgarica, 14, no. 2 (1990): 7–9. Thomson named them redactions I, II
(Symeonic), III (Athonite), IV (Norov), and V (Cyprianic). Thus,
MacRobert’s redaction IV is Thomson’s redaction V, and Mac225
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MacRobert has identified an eighth redaction also by the 15th
century.25 These eight redactions are:
1. Archaic (or I or South Slavonic) – 11th century
2. Commentated Psalter attributed to Athanasius of
Alexandria – 11th century
3. Rus'ian (or II or Symeonic [according to Francis Thomson]) – 11th century
4. Commentated Psalter attributed to Theodoret of Cyrrhus
– 11th century
5. Athonite (or III) – 14th century
6. Norov (or IV [according to Thomson] or Special
[according to MacRobert]) – 14th century
7. Cyprianic (or V [according to Thomson] or IV [according to MacRobert]) – 15th century
8. Iaroslavl'– 15th century [unnamed by MacRobert]
5. PVL-Psalms Collation
In my collation of the PVL passages with the source psalmic
texts, I have tried to include a wide variety of representative
Psalters but thus far have been limited almost entirely to published texts. Nonetheless, I have been able to include 13
Slavonic Psalters: Chudov (11th century),26 Sinai 6 (12th


Robert’s Norov Redaction is Thomson’s redaction IV. I prefer to
avoid using the Roman numeral designations since they can imply a
relationship that does not exist among the redactions. For example,
redaction II does not derive from redaction I but shares with it a common source—namely, Cyril and Methodius’ translation. Likewise,
redaction III does not derive from redaction II but from redaction I
(see figure 1).
25 C. M. MacRobert, “The Compilatory Church Slavonic Catena on
the Pslams in Three East Slavonic Manuscripts of the Fifteenth and
Sixteenth Centuries,” Slavia 74 (2005): 213–238.
26 Chudovskaia Psaltyr' XI veka, otryvok Tolkovaniia Feodorita
Kirrskago na Psaltyr' v drevne-bolgarskom perevode, ed. V[alerii]
A[leksandrovich] Pogorelov (St. Petersburg: Otdeleniia Russkogo
iazyka i slovesnosti Imperatorskoi akademii nauk, 1910).
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century),27 Harvard (12th century),28 Simonov (14th century),29
Bologna (13th century),30 Pogodin (13th century),31 Radomir
(13th–14th centuries),32 Tomich (14th century),33 Munich (14th
century),34 Norov (14th century),35 Kiev (14th century),36 Gennadii (15th century),37 and Ostrog (16th century).38 These 13
________________________________
27 An Early Slavonic Psalter from Rus', vol. 1: Photoreproduction,
ed. Moshé Altbauer. With the collaboration of Horace G. Lunt (Cambridge, MA: Distributed by the Harvard University Press for the Harvard Ukrainian Research Institute, 1978); supplemented with additional folia published in Ioannis C. Tarnanidis, The Slavonic
Manuscripts Discovered in 1975 at St. Catherine’s Monastery on
Mount Sinai (Thessaloniki: Hellenic Association for Slavic Studies,
1988), 283–316.
28 Houghton Library, MS Typ 221.
29 Drevle-slavianskaia Psaltir': Simonovskaia do 1280 goda, 2nd ed.,
3 vols., ed. Archimandrite Amfilokhii (Moscow: L. F. Snegirev,
1880–1881).
30 Psalterium Bononiense (Jagić); and Bolonski Psaltir. Bŏlgarski
knizhoven pametnik ot XIII vek, ed. Ivan Duı̆chev (Sofiia: Izdatelstvo
na Bŏlgarskata Akademiia na naukite, 1968).
31 Psalterium Bononiense (Jagić).
32 Radomirov Psaltir, ed. Liljana Makarijoska (Skopje: Institut
makedonsi jazik “Krste Misirkov”, 1997).
33 Tomichov Psaltir, 2 vols., ed. Aksiniia Dzhurova (Sofiia: Universitetsko izdatelstvo ”Kliment Okhridski“, 1990).
34 Der Serbische Psalter: Faksimile-Ausgabe des Cod. Slav. 4 der
Bayerrischen Staatsbibilothek München, 2 vols., ed. Hans von Belting
(Weisbaden: L. Reichert, 1978–1983), vol. 2: Faksimile.
35 Norovskaia psaltyr'. Srednebolgarskaia rukopis' XIV veka, 2 vols.,
ed. E[lena] V. Cheshko, I. K. Bunina, V. A. Dybo, O. A. Kniazevskaia, and L. A. Naumenko (Sofiia: Izdatel'stvo Bolgarskoı̆
Akademii nauk, 1989).
36 G[erol'd] I[vanovich] Vzdornov, Issledovanie Kievskoi psaltiri, 2
vols. (Moscow: Iskusstvo, 1978), vol. 2: Kievskaia Psaltir' 1397
goda, ed. T. V. Iurova.
37 Auszüge aus der Gennadius-Bibel (1499) Nr. 1: Der Psalter, ed.
Gerd Friedhof (Frankfurt am Main: Kubon and Sagner, 1974).
38 The Ostroh Bible, 1581: Reproduced in Commemoration of the
Millennium of the Baptism of Ukraine into the Holy Orthodox Faith,
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psalmic texts represent 6 of MacRobert’s 8 redactions. Not yet
included in my collation are representatives of the PseudoAthanasian Commentated Psalter Redaction and the Iaroslavl'
Redaction.
The texts fall into seven categories since one of the
Psalters represents a mixed version: the Radomir Psalter represents a mixed Archaic and Rus'ian version. I consider the Kiev
Psalter to represent the Cyprianic Redaction whereas the Book
of Psalms in the Gennadii and Ostrog Bibles appear to be of
that same redaction but with modifications. In this respect, I
find myself not in complete agreement with the conclusion of
Elena Cheshko. According to her, the Psalter of Kiprian (RBL,
fond 173, = 142), which dates to the 15th century, is the true
representative of the Cyprianic Redaction, whereas she considers the Kiev Psalter to represent a mixture of the Athonite and
Cyprianic redactions.39 In order to make this claim, she has to
posit that the Cyprianic Redaction already existed at the time
the Kiev Psalter was copied (1397) for it to adopt some of the
Cyprianic readings. This positing may be unnecessarily complicated. A simpler and more direct explanation is that the
Psalter of Kiprian has readings that reflect a later modification
of the Cyprianic Redaction from what the Kiev Psalter represents.
6. From Which Redaction of the Psalms Do Quotations in
the PVL Derive?
Psalmic quotations in the PVL derive from the Rus'ian Redaction of the Psalter. Three cases establish the PVL’s connection
with that redaction in distinction from any other redaction
(“PVLα = Rus'ian =/ the rest”). The first case involves PVL
133,17 and the Younger Redaction of the Novgorod I


988–1988 (Winnipeg: St. Andrews College, 1983).
39 E. V. Cheshko, “Ob afonskoi redaktsii slavianskogo perevoda
Psaltyri v ee otnoshenii k drugim redaktsiiam,” in Iazyk i pis'mennost'
srednebolgarskogo perioda, ed. E. V. Cheshko, E. I. Demina et al.
(Moscow: Nauka, 1982), 86–92.
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Chronicle, which contain a fragment of Psalm 21:17, compared
here with the 13 psalmic texts I have collated.
PVL 133,17
LRAHKhN1: i s(o)bor&0zlobivyx& (H: zlobnyx&)
m .
Psalm 21:17
Archaic Redaction
Bolog: I swnemw!zlobivy|xw!œsde!mﬂ.:.- |
Pogod: Swn_mw!zlobivyxw!œsde!mﬂ.

osde

Commentated Psalter of Theodoret of Cyrrhus
Chud: [non-extant]
Rus'ian Redaction
Harv: [non-extant]
Sin6: i swborw!zlobiv_ixw!osde!mﬂ.:. |
Sim: swborw!zlob_ixw!osde!mﬂ.:.
Mixed Archaic and Rus'ian
Rdm: [non-extant]
Athonite Redaction
Mun: I sqnqmq!loukav_ixq!œdrqæawe!me.
Tom: swnqmq!l kav_xq!œdrwæaw !mﬂ.
Norov Redaction
Norov: sqnemq!l
Cyprianic
Kiev:
Genn:
Ostr:

kavnou iixw, | osde!mﬂ.
∩
x

snemq!l'|kav_
œdeæaw!mﬂ.
x
swnqm l'kav_ odrwæawﬂ | mﬂ, [added in lower
sonmw!l'kav_xw!oderæawa

| mﬂ.

margin]

The 12th-century Sinai 6 Psalter and the 14th-century
Simonov Psalter are in agreement with that of the PVL and of
the Novgorod I Chronicle in transmitting the reading
“s&bor&.” MacRobert wrote that “manuscripts of the
‘Archaic’ redaction . . . normally use the word swnqmw, while
those of the ‘Russian’ redaction use swborw; but . . . that
swborw may occasionally insinuate itself even into” readings of
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certain manuscripts that represent a “conservative tradition.”40
The reading “s&nem&” in the other Psalters here corroborates
her statement. Even in the Rus'ian redaction from the 14th century on, according to MacRobert, “s&n/m&” tended to replace
“s&bor&”.41 Given the relationship of redactions that MacRobert depicted, it seems more likely that swnemw was the primary reading in Cyril and Methodius’ translation and that
swborw was a subsequent modification. Although Theodoret’s
Commentated Psalter as represented in the Chudov manuscript
is not extant for this reading, the Pseudo-Athanasian Commentated Psalter as represented by the Tolstoi manuscript is extant
at this point and is in agreement with the Archaic Redaction.
MacRobert’s stemmatic representation of this relationship
shows an independent derivation of the Archaic Redaction and
the Rus'ian Redaction from the translation of Cyril and
Methodius.42 The following stemma (see fig. 1) is a simplified
and slightly modified version of the stemma MacRobert provided in her 1998 article. A progression occurs within the
Archaic Redaction branch from the zlobivyxw! œsde! mﬂ
reading of the Bologna and Pogodin Psalters (shared by the
Sinai 6 and Simonov Psalters) to the lukavyxw!odrwæa!mﬂ
/ oderæawa! mﬂ reading of the Athonite, Norov, Cyprianic,
and Iaroslavl' Redactions. The wording of the verse changes
significantly through the various redactions. Without the evidence of the Sinai 6 Psalter or the Simonov Psalter, a
researcher could be misled by the reading in the PVL and in the
________________________________
40 C. M. MacRobert, “A Missing Link in the Early Tradition of the
Church Slavonic Psalter (the Tolstoy, Sluck, Eugenius and Vienna
Psalters and MS 34 of the Moscow Synodal Typography),” Wiener
slavistiches Jahrbuch 39 (1993): 57–81, see 65–66; cf. table on 66.
41 Catherine M. MacRobert, “The Historical Significance of the
Frolov Psalter (Russian National Library F.II.I.3),” Die Welt der
Slaven 42 (1997): 34–46, see 41, where she refers to the “general
standardizing tendency of the 14th-century revisions, as in the frequent replacement [among other things] . . . of swborw by swnqmw.”
42 MacRobert, “Textual Tradition,” 928.
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Novgorod I Chronicle, and might not even be aware that it is
from Psalm 21.
A second case of “PVLα = Rus'ian =/ the rest” is Ps. 18:5
in PVL 83,18–83,19. PVLα testifies to the phrase “V&0 v/s
zeml0izidowa0v+an/ 0ix&.” The “izidowa” of PVLα
coincides with the izidowa of the Rus'ian Redaction, as represented by Sin6 and Sim (Harv is non-extant here), and differs
from the readings of the representatives of the other redactions:
iz_d (Bolog, Pogod); iz_de (Tom, Mun, Norov, Genn,
Ostr); and iz_dq (Kiev). Chud and Rdm are non-extant here.
The third case of “PVLα = Rus'ian =/ the rest” is Ps. 40:10
in PVL 76,26–76,27. PVLα testifies to the phrase “ dyi
xlb&0 moi0 v&zveliil&0 est/0 na0 m 0 l/st/.” The
“l/st/” of PVLα coincides with the lqstq of the Rus'ian
Redaction, as represented by Harv, Sin6, and Sim, and differs
from the readings of the representatives of the other redactions:
kovw (Bolog, Pogod, Norov); kovq (Rdm, Tom, Mun); and
pﬂt' (Kiev, Genn, Ostr). Chud is non-extant here.
These three cases demonstrate that the writers and compiler of the PVL is quoting from the Rus'ian Redaction of the
Slavonic Psalter.43
________________________________
43 Two other cases show the proximity of a PVL reading to the
Rus'ian and Archaic redactions in contrast to the reading of the
Cyrrhic, Norov, Athonite, and Cyprianic redactions. In the first of
these, PVL 233,23 shows the proximity of the PVL reading
“dosaeni ” in Ps. 82:17 to the Rus'ian and Archaic redactions’
reading of dosaæeni in contrast to the reading of the Cyrrhic,
Norov, Athonite, and Cyprianic redactions: bez)esti . In the second
of these, PVL 136,22 shows the proximity of the PVL reading “kol/”
in Ps. 132:1 to the Rus'ian and Archaic redactions’ reading of kolq /
kolw in contrast to the reading of the Cyrrhic, Norov, Athonite, and
Cyprianic redactions: æe! )to / nin! )to. One case of the coincidence of a reading in PVLα 279,23 with a reading of Ps. 73:13 in the
Athonite Redaction against the reading in all the other redactions can
be discarded for identifying which redaction was used in the comilation of the PVL. The Athonite redaction first appeared in the 14th century, 200 years after the PVL was compiled so it was not available at
the time the PVL was compiled (see below).
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Furthermore, if we accept MacRobert’s construction, then
the later East Slavic redactions—the Cyprianic and the
Iaroslavl'—do not derive from the Rus'ian redaction44 but from
the 14th-century Athonite Redaction, which in turn derives
from the Archaic Redaction. Thus, comparing psalmic passages
in the PVL with equivalent passages in only the Gennadii or
Ostrog Bibles or with other Psalters that represent a different
redaction is faulty methodology.
7. Singular Readings of Psalmic Quotations in the PVL
Five cases tell us of the appearance in the PVL of a reading in a
psalmic quotation that is not found in any of the extant
manuscript copies of the Slavonic Psalter. The first case
involves PVL 101,15 and its quoting of Psalm 81:8. All copies
(LRAHKh) of the PVL and the Commission copy (K) of the
Novgorod I Chronicle are in agreement, but two copies (Ak and
Tol) of the Novgorod I Chronicle have a different reading.
PVL 101,15
LRAHKhK: v&0vsx0stranax&.
AkTol: v&0vsx0 zycx&.
All the Psalter copies of the collation testify to some, form of
“v&0 vsx&0
zycex&” [among all nations]; LXX: ε ν πα̃σιν
,
τοι̃ς ε' θνεσιν.45 Although the stemma tells us “v&0 vsx&
stranax&” is the reading in PVLα, someone basing their
determination of the primary reading in the PVL on the reading
in the Psalters might conclude the reading of Ak and Tol
belongs to PVLα. , We do find strana interchanged with
ﬂzykw to translate ε' θνος as early as a 10th-century Bulgarian
________________________________
44 For a lexical analysis of some later manuscripts of the Rus'ian
.
Redaction, see Arleta Szulc, Leksykalne i słowotwórcze zróz nicowanie cerkiewnosłowiańskich psałterzy redakcji ruskiej z XI–XIX
.
wieku, part 1: Zróz nicowanie leksykalne (Toruń: Towarzystwo
Naukowe w Toruniu, 2000).
45 A Comparative Psalter: Hebrew – Greek – English, ed. John R.
Kohlenberger III (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2007), 147.
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redaction that accompanies the translation into Church
Slavonic of Theodoret of Cyrrhus’ commentary on the
Psalms.46 Yet, our representative of the Commentated Psalter
of Theodoret of Cyrrhus—that is, the Chudov Psalter—has the
reading ﬂzycxw not stranaxw in Ps. 81:8. The interchange
of strana with ﬂzykw occurs only in the early numbered
psalms, not in middle numbered psalms of the Theodoret Commentated Psalter. Either another Psalter existed that interchanged stranaxw with ﬂzycexw in Ps. 81:8 or the compiler
of the PVL innovated here, hamonizing with the early numbered psalms of the Commentated Psalter of Theodoret of
Cyrrhus. His innovation, if such it was, may not have been
intentional but rather the result of a misremembering of that
particular verse. Then the copyist of the protograph of AkTol
“corrected” stranaxw to ﬂzycexw, because ﬂzycexw was
the more familiar reading.
The second case of a reading in the PVL’s quoted version
that does not appear in the Psalters available to us occurs in
PVL 63,9–10, which quotes from Ps. 81:5 (the following
psalmic interlinear collations are from http://hudce7.harvard.
edu/˜ostrowski/pvl/psalms-pvl.pdf):
PVL 63,9–10
LRAHKh: Ne0smysliwa0bo, ni0razumwa0v&0tm (L: t/m)
xod +ii (RAKh: xod +ei).
KAkTol: Ne0smysliwa0bo, ni0razumwa0v&0tm (AkTol: t/m)
xod +a (AkTol: xod t/).
Ps. 81:5
Chud:
Harv:
Sin6:

Ne!ouvdwﬂ!ni!razou||mwﬂ!vw!tqm!xodﬂtq.:.Ne!ouvdwa!ni!razoum|wa!vw!twm!xod tq.:Ne!ouvdwa!ni!razoumwa!vw!tw|m!xodﬂtw.:-

________________________________
46 V. A. Pogorelov, Tolkovaniia Feodorita Kirrskogo na Psaltyr' v
drevne-bolgarskom perevode. Rassmotrenie spiskov i issledovanie
osobennostei Psaltyrnogo teksta (Warsaw: Tipografiia Varshavskogo
uchebnogo ogruga, 1910), 226–227; cf. J[acques] Lépissier, Les Commentaires des Psaumes de Théodoret (Paris: Imprimerie nationale
Institut d’études slaves, 1968), 305. (MacRobert.)
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Sim:
Bolog:
Pogod:
Rdm:
Tom:
Mun:
Norov:
Kiev:
Genn:
Ostr:

Ne!ouvdwa!ni!razoumwa!vw!tm!xodﬂtq.:.
Ne!ouvdw !ni | razoumw !vw | twm!xodﬂtw.:.
Ne!ouvdwﬂ!ni!razoumwﬂ, vw!tqm!xodﬂtw.
ne!ouvdw !ni!razoumw | vw!tm!xodﬂtq.:.
ne!ouvdw !ni!razou|mw !vw!tqm!xodﬂtq.
ne!ouvdwe!ni!razoum|we!vq!tm!xodetq.
ne!poznaw !næie razoumw | vw!twm!xodﬂtw.
Ne!ouvdﬂwa!ni!razoumwa!vo!tm | xodﬂtq.
ne!'vdwa!niæ raz'mwﬂ. vw!tm!xodﬂtq. |
Ne!ouvdwa | niæe!raz'mwﬂ, vw!tm!xodﬂt. |

Here in the PVL we find “Ne0 smysliwa0 bo” instead of the
Psalters’ Ne!ouvdwa. The scribe of the common exemplar
of AkTol did not change the reading in his exemplar to the more
familiar Psalter reading as he did in 101,15. But he had not
fallen asleep here for he did change the “xod +ii” of PVLα
to conform to the Psalters’ “xod t/”. As pointed out earlier in
this article, the PVL reading may simply be a conflation of “ne
smysliwa0razumti” from Deut. 32:29 with the quotation
from Ps. 81:5 “ne0oyvdwa0ni0razumwa” to obtain “ne
smysliwa0 bo, ni0 razumwa.” But the possibility of an
intentional innovation in the PVL in substituting “smysliwa”
for “ouvdwa” (as Norov does with poznaw ) cannot be
discounted since the word “bo”, not found in the psalms or in
Deut. 32:29, is added. The same thing occurs in PVL 80,15
where “bo” is added to the Psalters’ Velii! gq nawq! i
veli ! krpostq! ego (146:5) to arrive at: “Velii0 bo
Gospod/, i veli 0krpost/0ego.”
The third case of a singular reading occurs in PVL
233,21–22 of a quotation from Ps. 82:14:
PVL 233,21–22
L:
ko!œgnq!pred licemq | vtru!iæe!popalﬂetq!dubra|vy.
d
m
R: aki!pre lice vtr'!œgnq. iæe!popalitq!dou|brav_.
d
A: ak_`` pre licemw!vtr'!œgnq. iæe!popali|tw!d'brav_.
H: aki!œgnq!pre|dw!licemq!vtru. iæe!po|palitq!dubrav_.
d
m
t
Kh: ko <œgnq> pre | lice vtrou. iæe!popali doubrav_.
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Ps. 82:14
Chud: ko!stqbliс!prdw!li|cemq!vtra.:. | [ ]ko!ognq. iæe
popali|tq!doubravy.
Harv: Ak_!stqblqс!prdw!licq|mq!vtrou.:. | Ak_!ognq
iæe!popal сtq | doubrav_.:. |
Sin6:
ky!stqblqс!prdw!licqmq!vtrou.:. | ﬂky!ognq
iæe!popalitq | doubravy.:. |
Sim:
i aky!stqbliс!prdw!licemq!vtrou.:. I ky!œgnq
iæe! popalﬂсtq doubravy.:.
Bolog:
ko!stwblie!pr|dw!licemw!vtrou.:. | ko!œgnw
iæe!po|palitw!d bra|vy.:. ||
Pogod: ko!stqblie!prdw!licemw!vtrou. ko!ognq!iæe
popalitw!d bravy.
Rdm:
ko!steblie!prd!licemq!vtr'.:. | ko!œgnq!iæe
popalitq!d brav_.: |
Tom:
ko!trwstq!prd | licemq!vtrou. | ko!ognq!iæe
popaletq!d |brav_.
∩
Mun:
ko!trqstq!prd licem vtrou. | ko!œgnq!iæe
popal etq!doubra|vi.
Norov: ko!trwstw, pr|dq!licemw!vtrou. | ko!ognq | iæe
popalitw!d brav_.
Kiev:
ko!tro|stq!prd licemw!vtrou. ko!œgnq | iæe
popalﬂetq!doubrav_.
Genn:
ko!trw|stq!prd licem vtr'! ko!œgnq!popalﬂai
Ostr:

d'brav_
ko!trostq!prd licemw!vtr'! ko | ognq
popalﬂai!d'brav_,

In representatives of the Cyrrhic, Rus'ian, and Archaic redactions, some form of stqblie (Chud, Harv, Sin6, Sim, Bolog,
Pogod, and Rdm) occurs. In representatives of the Athonite,
Norov, and Cyprian redactions, some form of trwstq (Tom,
Mun, Norov, Kiev, Genn, and Ostr) occurs. The substitution of
“ogn/” (fire) for stqblie (stubble) or trwstq (reed) “before
the wind” represents a conflation of two connected phrases:
“like a reed before the wind” and “like a fire that fells trees” to
obtain “like a fire before the wind that fells trees.”
A fourth case of a singular reading in the PVL occurs in
PVL 119,20–21 of a quotation from Ps. 144:3–4.
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PVL 119,20–21
LRAHKTol: i velii0tvoemu0nst/0kon/ca0v0rod& (H: rody)
i rod&0v&sxvalim& (L: v&sxvalit/; RA: xvalim&;
K: i v&xvalim&; Tol: vsxvalim&) dla0tvo
Ps. 144:3–4
Chud: [non-extant]
Harv: [non-extant]
Sin6: I veli)i!сgo!nstq!konqca.:. | Rodw!i!rodw
vwsxvalitw! dla
tvoﬂ.:.
∩
s
Sim: i veli)i!сgo!n konca.:. Rodw!i!rodw!vwsxvalﬂtq
dla!tvo .:.
Bolog: I veli)i!ego | nstw!konca.:. | Rodw!i!rodw
vwsw|xvalﬂtw!tﬂ
| dla!tvo .:. |
∩
s
Pogod: veli)i!ego!n kon=ca. Rodq!i!rodq!vqsxvaletq!dla
tvoa. |
∩
s
d
d
Rdm: i veli)i!ego!n konca.:. | ro i ro vqsxvalitq!dla
tvo .:. |
∩
s
d
d
Tom: I veli)iou!ego!n konca. | Rœ i ro vwsxvalitq!dla
tvoa. |
Mun: i veli)i!сgo!nstq!konca. | Rœdq!i!rœdq
vqsxvaletq!dla!tvoa. |
d
d
Norov: i veli)iou!ego!nstw!konca. | Rœ i rœ poxvalitw
dla!tvoa. | ∩
s
d
d
Kiev: i veli)ﬁ| ego!n konca. ro i ro vqsxvalﬁ|tq!dla
tvo ,
s
d
d
t
Genn: i veli)ﬁ!ego!n konca. ro i ro vwsxvali dla!tvoﬂ.
Ostr: i ve|li)ﬁ!ego!nstq!konca. rodw!i!rodw | vwsxvalﬂtw
dla!tvoﬂ,

In this passage in the PVL we find “ego” changed to “tvoemu”
and “v&sxvalit/” to “v&sxvalim&”. The copyist of L left
the “tvoemu” untouched but “corrected” “v&sxvalim&” to
the more familiar “v&sxvalit/”.
A fifth case of a singular reading in the PVL occurs in the
quotation from Ps. 146:5 in PVL 80,15:
PVL 80,15
LRAHKh: Velii0bo (L: 0)
/ gospod/0i0veli 0krpost/0ego
KAkTol: Velii0gospod/0naw/0i0veli 0krpost/0ego
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Ps. 146:5
Sin6: Velii!gq

nawq!i!veli !krpostq!ego

The writer in the PVL substituted “bo0Gospod/” for gq nawq,
and the compiler of the Novgorod I Chronicle restored the
more familiar “Gospod/0naw/”.
These five cases provide examples of the PVL stemma’s
telling us of a reading in the PVL different from the reading of
the extant Slavonic Psalters. The different readings in these
cases represent either a memory error or an innovation, intentional or otherwise, on the part of the writer in the PVL. But
they should not be interpreted as his having a familiarity with a
different version of the Rus'ian redaction because there is
insufficient evidence of any specific pattern to these differences.
8. Quotation within a Quotation
We find one case of a psalmic-like quotation within another
quotation. In PVL 27,12–27,18, the following reading occurs:
Se0 e0 slywav&0 pape/0 Rim/skyi, poxuli0 tx&,
ie0 r&p&+ut/0 na0 k&nigy0 Slovn/sky

‘‘Da0

s 0

isp&lnit/0

v&sxval t/0 Boga0 v/si0

k&ni/noe0

,

reka:

slovo,

ko

zyci’’; drugoe0 e: v/si

v&zglagolt/0 zyky0 razli/ny0 velii 0 Boi

,

koe0dast/0im&0Sv tyi0Dux&0ot&v+evati.

Both Shakhmatov and Cross detect a psalmic quotation within
this passage, but they identify different sources:
Cross:
When the Pope at Rome heard of this situation, he rebuked
those who murmured against the Slavic books, saying,
“Let the word of the Scripture be fulfilled that ‘all nations
shall praise God’ (Ps. lxxi, 17), and likewise that ‘all
nations shall declare the majesty of God according as the
Holy Spirit shall grant them to speak’ (cf. Acts, ii, 4).47
________________________________
47 Cross, The Russian Primary Chronicle: Laurentian Text, 63; cf.
idem, “The Russian Primary Chronicle,” 148, where he identified “all
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Shakhmatov:
Se0e0slywav&0pape/0Rim/skyi, poxuli0tx&,

|
, reka:
in margin] |

ie0 r&p&+t/0 na0 k&nigy0 Slovn/sky

''”da0

[((. Mef.)
''v&sxval t/0 Boga0 v/si
zyci''; drugoe0 e: [(D. 2, 4) in margin] | ''v/si
v&zglagolt/0 zyky0 razli/ny0 velii 0 Boi ,
koe0 dast/ [(Ps. 85,9) in margin] | im&0 Sv tyi
Dux&0ot&v+avati''.48
s 0

isp&lnit/

k&ni/noe0 slovo,

ko

Cross’s identification of “all nations shall praise God”
(“v&sxval t/0 Boga0 v/si0 zyci”) with Ps. lxxi, 17 (LXX
Ps. 70:17) seems to be based on only a tangential connection: i
do! nyn! vwzv! )desa! tvoﬂ.49 In Shakhmatov’s edition the marginal glosses “D. 2, 4” and “Ps. 85,9” should be
reversed. That way, the former gloss coincides with Cross’s
identification of the second quotation, “all nations shall declare
the majesty of God according as the Holy Spirit shall grant
them to speak” (v/si0 v&zglagolt/0 zyky0 razli/ny
velii 0 Boi ,
koe0 dast/0 im&0 Sv tyi0 Dux&
ot&v+evati), with Acts 2:4. And the latter gloss by
Shakhmatov refers to the same quotation that Cross identified
as from Ps. lxxi, 17 (LXX Ps. 70:17). Yet, like Cross’s identification, Shakhmatov’s identification has only an approximate
connection with Ps. 85:9: Vqsi! ﬂzyci! сliko! swtvori
prid'tq. I poklonﬂtqsﬂ! prdw! tobo! gi. I
proslavﬂtq!imﬂ!tvoe. . . .50
Like Shakhmatov and Cross, Müller identified the second
quotation in the passage as being from Acts 2:4, and Müller
also referred to Ps. 85:9 in regard to the first quotation, but
acknowledged the connection to be only approximate at best:


nations shall praise God” as being from Luke 23:38, and “all nations
shall declare the majesty of God . . .” as being from John 19:20.
48 Shakhmatov, ed., Povest' vremennykh let, 27. I have included linebreak indicators here and quotation marks exactly as they appear in
Shakhmatov’s text.
49 Sinai 6, fol. 51v.
50 Sinai 6, fol. 73r.
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“Nicht wörtlich nach Ps. 86 (LXX: 85),9.”
Müller:
Da dies der Römische Papst hörte, schmähte er diejenigen,
die gegen die slavischen Bücher murren9, <9 In allen
Handschriften steht das Verbum im Präsens.>, indem er
sagte: 29 Es werde erfüllt das Wort der Schrift: Es werden
Gott loben alle Völker10 <10 Nicht wörtlich nach Ps. 86
(LXX: 85),9.> [= Zungen]. 30 Und das andere: Alle werden mit verschiedenen Zungen die gro-||ßen Taten Gottes
preisen, wie der Heilige Geist es ihnen geben wird,
auszusprechen.1 <1 Nach Apg. 2,11.4. – ”verschieden“ nur
in IpCh. So auch in Apg. 2,4. – ”Zungen“ im griech. Text
51
”glōssais“.>

The phrase “v/si0

v&zglagolt/0 }zyki0 razli-

” is similar to a phrase in the
Encomium (Pokhvala) to Cyril and Methodius: vqsi
vwzgltq! razli)qn_! z_k_! veli)i ! bæi .52 The text
in the PVL indicates this phrase is from Scripture (slovo
k&ninoe). Similar phrases appear in the Psalms (“all the
nations will praise you”), but I could find no instance of “all the
nations will praise God” or of “all the various nations will
declare the majesty of God” in the Bible. These “phrasings”
may be paraphrases (or echoes), perhaps from a combination of
different Biblical verses. In any case, the entire passage both in
the PVL, as Shakhmatov pointed out, and in the Encomium
most likely derives from a third source—the Life of Methodius:
nymi0 velii 0 Boi

Life of Methodius
da! sﬂ! i|spwlnitq! kniæqnoс | slovo! ko
vwsxvalﬂtq | ga vqsi! z_ci. i drugo | ide! vqsi
vwzgltq! z_k_ | razli)qn_! veli)q ! bo|æi . ko
æe!dastq!imw || st_i!dxw. !v+avati.53
________________________________
51 Die Nestorchronik (Müller), 27. Müller does not include the reference to the Life of Methodius that Shakhmatov has. Square brackets
[. . .] are in the original. Angle brackets < . . .> set off footnote text.
52 Uspenskii sbornik, fol. 110 col. a, line 18. (MacRobert.)
53 Uspenskii sbornik, fol. 106 col. b, line 26–fol. 106 col. v, line 1.
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Here the reading from the source text tells us “razli/ny”
belongs in PVLα (see below).
9. Improvements to the Paradosis
Identification of the Rus'ian Redaction as the source of psalmic
quotations in the PVL allows improvement in my choice of
PVLα readings in five cases.
PVL 27,16: In the published version of the PVL interlinear collation, I posited that “razlynymi”, as testified to by
the Hypatian and Khlebnikov copies, was omitted in PVLα and
that a “correction” was made in ζ (the common protograph of
the Hypatian and Khlebnikov copies).54 As a result of the analysis presented above, I have come to agree with Shakhmatov’s
proposal that “razli/ny” was in PVLα. A scribe is more
likely to have attempted to harmonize with the familiar psalmic
“All the nations will praise you” by dropping “razliny” if it
were in the exemplar (i.e., razli/ny → 0)
/ than try to harmonize with the less familiar Life of Methodius by adding it if
it were not in the exemplar (i.e., 0/ → razli/ny).
PVL 120,30: In Ps. 9:7, we find an interchange of the pronouns “ix&” and “ego”, such that the Archaic (Bolog, Pogod)
and Rus'ian (Sin6, Sim) redactions prefer “ix&”: pogybe
pam tq!ixw!sw!woumomw. The Athonite (Tom, Mun), Cyprianic (Kiev, Genn, Ostr), and Norov redactions prefer “ego”:
pogybe!pam tq!ego!sw!woumomw
. Chud, Harv, and, Rdm are
,
non-extant.
LXX
reads:
α
πώλετο
τὸ
µνηµόσυνον αυτω̃ν µετ’
,
η' χους.55 The stemma indicates “ego” in PVLα, but ego is associated with later redactions (Athonite and Cyprianic) of the
Psalter. The earlier redactions (Archaic and Rus'ian) testify to
ixw, which N1 also has. I explored the idea that “ego” was
possible in the Rus'ian redaction and that PVLα indicated this.
Yet, according to MacRobert, other copies of the Rus'ian
________________________________
54 See The Povest' vremennykh let: An Interlinear Collation, 27,16.
55 Comparative Psalter, 13.
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Redaction testify to ixw, but not to ego.56 Thus, it is highly
unlikely the reading “ego” appeared in any copies of the
Rus'ian Redaction that would have been available to Sylvestr'.
Also the evidence of the Psalters strongly indicates ego did not
appear in any redaction of the Psalter until some time after the
PVL was compiled. Therefore, I have to conclude that “ix&”
was in PVLα and that the scribes of the protographs of the Laurentian and Hypatian branches changed “ix&” to “ego” independently.
PVL 136,28: In the quotation from Ps. 132:1, I had
posited in the paper-copy version that “bratoma” (the reading
in LH) was primary in relation to “bratii” (the reading in
RAKh) because in cases of LH =/ RAKh, I tended to give priority to LH. As a result of my investigation of the Slavonic
Psalters, I now conclude that “bratii” is primary because
Sin6 and Sim testify to that reading. The only one of my collated Psalters to read bratoma is Rdm, where it is secondary.
Although a secondary reading in the source text is not necessarily secondary in the target text (“bratoma” would be primary
here in the PVL if the compiler had used a Rdm-type Psalter),
in this instance, the same scribal practice is at work making
“bratoma” secondary in both cases—namely, independent
hypercorrection.
PVL 224,11: In the quotation from Ps. 102:10, I posited
“v&zdast/” as primary over “v&zdal&0 est/” because it
________________________________
56 E-mail, May 2, 2006. MacRobert provided me evidence for the
reading ixw in three South Slavonic Psalters that follow the Rus'ian
Redaction: Sinai 7 (13th century), the Pljevlja Psalter (late 13th century), and the Athens Psalter (early 14th century). Ixw is also found
in the East Slavonic Psalters of the 13th–14th centuries that she
examined: “Typ 27 (13th century), FpI1 (13th or 14th century); FpI2,
FpI3 (in spite of later corrections), Fp14, Sof. 60, Typ. 34, Pog. 2,
Pog. 3, MS 8662 (all 14th century, and apparently not influenced by
the new South Slavonic revised redactions). The only exception is the
Lutsk Psalter of 1384, which shows signs of influence from a redaction close to the Cyprianic one at the start of the text and so has ‘ego’
in Ps. 9.”
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seemed more likely that “v&zdal&0 est/” was a later expansion of “v&zdast/”. This was probably incorrect since all the
Psalters in my collation testify to “v&zdal&0est/”. Therefore,
it is more likely the reading “v&zdast/” is the result of a parablebsis: v&zda[l&0e]st/ → v&zdast/.
PVL 279,23: In the quotation from Ps. 73:13, LRAHKh all
testify to “s&kruwi”, which coincides with the reading in the
Athonite Redaction against the readings in representatives of
the other redactions (Chud, Harv, Sin6, Sim, Bolog, Pogod,
Norov, and Kiev: swkrouwilw! сsi; Genn: swtr_lw and
Ostr: sterlw) The editor/author who compiled the final version of the PVL in the 1110s, could not have had access to the
Athonite Redaction, composed in the 14th century. Thus, the
reading in PVLα must have been “s&krouwil&0 si”. The
change to “s&kruwi” can be attributed to an independently
coincidental change in the Laurentian and Hypatian branches to
coincide with the reading in the Athonite Redaction when that
redaction became available in Rus'.
I have now made the corresponding changes of these
places in the on-line version; see http://hudce7.harvard.edu/
˜ostrowski/pvl.
10. Changes Not Made in the Paradosis
In nine other cases, some explanation may be necessary for my
not making a change in the on-line version of the PVL as a
result of this study of the psalmic quotations. For convenience
to the reader, I present those readings in a table below.
Table 2
Places Where I Decided Not to Change the Paradosis
(Although a Change Might Be Thought to Be Indicated)
Reading in PVL and N1
Reading in Psalters
PVL 100,6
Ps. 2:7
LRAHKh: Ree0Gospod/
all: Gq re)e
KTol: Gospod/0ree
Harv,Sin6,Rdm: non-extant
Explanation: The word order in LRAHKh testifies to the word
order in PVLα. The word order in K and Tol represents
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a correction to the more familiar word order in the psalms.
PVL 101,14
Ps. 81:8
LRAH: V&stani
all: Vwskrqsni
s
Kh: v&skri
Explanation: The PVL stemma testifies to “V&stani” in α.
The agreement of the reading in Kh with the Psalters is the
result of secondary harmonization.
PVL 125,22
Ps. 111:5
LRAKAkTol: blaen&
all: blagw
HKh: blag&
Chud,Sin6: non-extant
Explanation: The reading “blag&” in HKh is probably an
attempt on the part of the copyist of their common exemplar to
harmonize with the familiar Psalter reading. Otherwise, we
would have to posit the less likely change of “blag&” to
“blaen&” in LRA and N1 independently.
PVL 133,7
Ps. 3:2
RAHKAkTol: umnoiwa0s all: umwnoæiwﬂ
LKh: um&noiw
Harv,Sin6,Rdm: non-extant
Explanation: The presence of the enclitic in RAHKAkTol testifies to its presence in PVLα. The absence of the enclitic in LKh
does not necessarily represent a correction to the more familiar
non-enclitic form in the psalms or a connection between L and
Kh; it could have been dropped independently in L and Kh.
PVL 133,8
AHKhKAkTol: mi

Ps. 3:3
Sim,Bolog,Pogod,Norov} mi
Tom,Kiev,Genn,Ostr
LR: mn
Chud: mn
Mun: m superscripted and conflated with previous word
Harv,Sin6,Rdm: non-extant
Explanation: The only evidence of the Rus'ian redaction here is
Sim. Although it might be possible to posit mn in the nonextant Harv and Sin6 to be in agreement with the Cyrrhic
redaction as represented by Chud, and a subsequent change in
Sim, it is a stretch because the Rus'ian Redaction agrees more
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often with the Archaic Redaction when the Archaic differs, as
it does here, from the Cyrrhic.
PVL 137,1
LRA: v&zvrat t/0s
HKh: v&zvratiwa0s

Ps. 9:18
Sin6,Sim,Bolog,Pogod,Tom,
Norov,Kiev, vwzvratﬂtq!sﬂ
Genn,Ostr,Mun: vqzvratet=!se
Chud,Harv,Rdm: non-extant
Explanation: The reading “v&zvratiwa0 s ” could be either
an innovation in HKh of the primary reading “v&zvrat t/
s ” in PVLα or a correction in LRA of the primary reading
“v&zvratiwa0 s ” in PVLα. I prefer the latter explanation
because, if we posit “v&zvrat t/0s ” as the primary reading,
then we have no explanation for the change to “v&zvratiwa
s ” in HKh, but, if we posit “v&zvratiwa0s ” as the primary
reading being the result of misremembering on the part of the
writer, then we have secondary harmonization as an explanation for “v&zvrat t/0s ” in LRA.
PVL 137,6
Ps. 51:4
LRA: v/s/0d/n/
all: vqsq!dqnq!nepravd'
HKh: 0/
Chud: non-extant
Explanation: If the reading 0/ as in HKh is primary, then it is
not clear why the scribe of the exemplar of LRA corrected it
only to “v/s/0 d/n/” rather than “v/s/0 d/n/0 nepravdu”. If
the reading “v/s/0d/n/” is primary, then it is not clear why the
scribe of the exemplar of HKh omitted it. If the reading “v/s/
d/n/0nepravdu” is primary, then it is not clear why the scribe
of the exemplar of LRA omitted the “nepravdu” and the scribe
of the exemplar of HKh omitted the phrase “v/s/0 d/n/
nepravdu” entirely. It seems to me that the null reading of
HKh is primary and that an incomplete correction occurred in
LRA. Given that no clear indication of primacy is present and
that no mechanical copying error would explain the null reading of HKh, I saw no reason to change it.
PVL 224,10
LRH: i
A: no
Kh: i ne

Ps. 102:10
Harv,Sin6,Sim,Bolog,
Pogod,Tom,Rdm,
Mun,Kiev,Genn,Ostr
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Norov: niæe
Chud: non-extant
Explanation: Although ni appears in 4 of the 6 redactions of
the Psalter in my sample (with niæe appearing in one and
another being non-extant), the reading “i” is found in 4 of the
5 copies of the PVL and only A has “no”. Kh adds “ne” after
“i”. The readings in A and in Kh can be explained as attempts
to harmonize with the reading in the Psalter.
PVL 279,23
RAHKh

Ps. 73:13
Sin6 (others)

Ty!swkrouwilw (Tom,Mun:
swkrouwi) сsi (Tom,Mun: 0)
/
braw/no0ix&0nam&
glavy!zmiсmw (Harv:
zmqсv_; Norov: zqmﬁev ) vw
L
(Norov,Mun: 0)
/ vod (Sim:
skruwi0glavy0zmievy .
vodaxw). Ty!swtwl)e!glavu
i dal&0si0six0brawno
zmiсvou (Chud: zm_сvou).
ldem0rus/skym
Dalw (Sim: ty!dalw) сsi
togo (Chud,Bolog,Pogod,
Kiev: 0;
/ Norov: ego) brawqno
ldqmw!сiopqskwmw
(Chud: murqskyimw)
s&kruwi0glavy0zmievy

,

i dal&0est/0Gospod/

Explanation: The reading “ldem0 rus/skym” in L most
likely represents a change from “ix&0nam&” by the scribe of L
to bring the PVL text more in line with the Psalter and to make
specific who “we” are. If the reading “ldem0 rus/skym”
were primary in PVLα, then there would be no reason for the
scribes of the common exemplars of HKh, on one side, and RA,
on the other, to change the reading to “ix&0nam&”, making it
less specific. Therefore, “ix&0 nam&” is most likely the primary reading in PVLα.
11. Summary of Findings
In incorporating quotations from the psalms into his text, the
writers of parts of the PVL and its final editor/compiler drew on
the Rus'ian Redaction of the Psalter. The evidence for this is
the coincidence in three cases of a reading in PVLα with a
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reading in the Rus'ian Redaction as represented by three extant
manuscript copies of that redaction—Sinai 6, Harvard Typ 221,
and Simonov. There are no cases where a reading of PVLα
agrees with another redaction against a reading in the Rus'ian
Redaction. It is likely that whoever was citing those quotations
that went into the PVL were quoting from memory than that
they had a written Psalter before them when they wrote.
Nonetheless, the coincidence of psalmic passages in the PVL
with the Rus'ian Redaction of the Slavonic Psalter, with the
exception of singular readings, is fairly exact.
We should be aware, however, of three caveats. First, we
do not know if a quotation from a psalm that contains a reading
different from any known Psalter is the result of an innovation/misremembering on the part of the writers and editor/compiler of the PVL or their use of a version of the Rus'ian
Redaction not known to us. Second, we should be careful about
identifying a quotation as being directly from the Psalter when
it may be from a third source. And, finally, researchers need to
be careful about analyzing psalmic passage readings in the PVL
based on a Psalter that is representative of a redaction other
than the Rus'ian Redaction.
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Addendum A
Index of Psalmic Passages Quoted in the PVL
Psalms, Chapter:Verse
2:1
2:7
2:11
3:2–3
5:10–11
7:2
9:7–8
9:18
9:33
18:5
21:13, 17
37:3, 18
40:10
51:3–4
54:24
67:2
73:13–14
77:65
78:10
79:15–16
81:5
81:8
82:14–17
85:10, 144:3–4
94:1–2
95:1–4
102:10
103:4
109:1
109:3
111:5
111:6–8
116:1
117:24
118:137
123:6–7
132:1
135:1
135:24
142:1–3
144:3
146:5

PVL, Column,Line
101,11
100,6–100,7
120,24–120,25
133,7–133,9
76,29–77,2
133,18–133,19
120,29–120,30
137,1–137,2a
101,18
83,18–83,20
133,16–133,17
133,9–133,11
76,26–76,27
137,5–137,7a
77,2–77,3
101,16–101,17
279,23–279,24
101,16
233,6
124,10–11
63,9–63,10
101,14–101,15
233,20–233,23
119,19–119,21
119,22–119,24
119,27–119,31
224,9–224,11
284,18–284,19
100,4–100,6
97,14–97,15
125,22
68,27–68,29
99,27–99,28
279,20–21
223,23–223,24
120,27–120,29
136,27–136,29
119,24–119,25
119,25–119,26
133,11–133,14
119,31–120,1
80,15–80,16
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Addendum B
Index of PVL Passages with Quotations from the Psalms
PVL, Column,Line
63,9–63,10
68,27–68,29
76,26–76,27
76,29–77,2
77,2–77,3
80,15–80,16
83,18–83,20
97,14–97,15
99,27–99,28
100,4–100,6
100,6–100,7
101,11
101,14–101,15
101,16
101,16–101,17
101,18
119,19–119,21
119,22–119,24
119,24–119,25
119,25–119,26
119,27–119,31
119,31–120,1
120,24–120,25
120,27–120,29
120,29–120,30
124,10–11
125,22
133,7–133,9
133,9–133,11
133,11–133,14
133,16–133,17
133,18–133,19
136,27–136,29
137,1–137,2a
137,5–137,7a
223,23–223,24
224,9–224,11
233,6
233,20–233,23
279,20–21
279,23–279,24
284,18–284,19

Psalms, Chapter:Verse
81:5
111:6–8
40:10
5:10–11
54:24
146:5
18:5
109:3
116:1
109:1
2:7
2:1
81:8
77:65
67:2
9:33
85:10, 144:3–4
94:1–2
135:1
135:24
95:1–4
144:3
2:11
123:6–7
9:7–8
79:15–16
111:5
3:2–3
37:3, 18
142:1–3
21:13, 17
7:2
132:1
9:18
51:3–4
118:137
102:10
78:10
82:14–17
117:24
73:13–14
103:4
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Abbreviations
A
=
Ak
=
Bolog =
Chud

=

Genn
H
Harv

=
=
=

K
Kh
Kiev

=
=
=

L
LXX
Mun

=
=
=

N1
=
Norov =
Ostr =
Pogod =
PVL
PVLα
R
Rdm

=
=
=
=

Sim

=

Sin6

=

Tol
Tom

=
=

Academy copy of the PVL
Academy copy of the Novgorod I Chronicle
Bologna (13th-century Slavonic) Psalter, facsimile published by V. Dujćev and I. Dučev
Chudov (11th-century Slavonic) Psalter, published by
V. A. Pogorelov.
Gennadii Bible of 1499
Hypatian copy of the PVL
Harvard (12th-century Slavonic) Psalter, MS Typ. 221 in
Houghton Library, Harvard University (Ps. 23:7–Ps.
143: heading)
Commission copy of the Novgorod I Chronicle
Khlebnikov copy of the PVL
Kiev (14th-century Slavonic) Psalter, facsimile published by G. I. Vzdornov and T. V. Iurova.
Laurentian copy of the PVL
Septuagint Bible
Munich (14th-century Slavonic) Psalter, facsimile published by S. Dufrenne et al.
Novgorod I Chronicle
Norov (14th-century Slavonic) Psalter, published by
E. V. Cheshko et al.
Ostrog (Ostroh) Bible of 1581
Pogodin (13th-century Slavonic) Psalter, published by
V. Jagić
Povest' vremennykh let
Reconstructed paradosis of PVL
Radziwiłł copy of the PVL
Radomirov (14th-century Slavonic) Psalter, published
by L. Markarijoska
Simonovskaia (14th-century Slavonic) Psalter, published by Amfilokhii
Sinai (12th-century Slavonic) Psalter, published by M.
Altbauer and Horace G. Lunt; supplemented with
additional folia published by I. S. Tarnanides
Tolstoy copy of the Novgorod I Chronicle
Tomich (14th-century Slavonic) Psalter, published by A.
Džurova
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